
Advanced management 

system for business  

in electromobility.

 
 
 
Building complex business models
at the electromobility market
When you are a user of System you do not have to 
worry about anything what is connected with the 
electromobility market. We will help you build your 
own business, advising you what conditions must be 
implemented for the Operator to install a charging 
station and which way Charging Developer may define 
fares and account payments.

A P P L I C AT I O N 

Support for independent Station 
Charging Operators and Charging Services 
Providers.
Enelion Software offers right tools for you to 
provide high service level to your customers.
Division of duties makes the system appealing  
for chargers operators as well as charging service 
providers. 
 
Software as a Service or self hosted 
Software ready to use in minutes. 
 Minimal configuration needed to start using this 
great tool. Want to have full control over your data? 
Buy license for self hosting.
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STATION OPERATOR
 

 ► Team management 
You don‘t have to take care of your charging station in person. Specify team  

accounts with different permissions only to perform specific tasks. 

 ► Operator 
System Enelink offers the possibility of divide your network of chargers. Smaller 

groups can be assigned to subdivisions of your company to manage them. 

 ► Charging station management  
You can check the status of your charging station. Thanks to the connection  

to the Enelink system, most of the service will be done remotely. 

 ► Smart charging 
Do you want to install more charging points without increasing the grid power? 

All you have to do is set a charging plan that will limit the station‘s power in a timely 

manner. 

 ► Labeling 
Use labels to freely mark the stations. This intuitive system allows for easy 

management of groups of chargers. With few click make dozens of chargers available 

for selected customers.

 
 
PROVIDER SERVICES

 ► Customer Management Tool,  transaction and RFID card preview 
Control which users can use your charging stations. Generate reports and bills.  

Offer customers convenient RFID cards with set expiration date. 

 ► Labels 
Mark your customers with labels for easy identification and management. 

 ► Tariff 
Create tariffs to increase your income. 

 ► Policy 
Integrated newsletter system allows to keep your customers up to date with service  

policies and news. 

CLIENT APPLICATION

 ► Charging Point Map 
Let your clients find your charging stations. 

 ► Payments and charging history 
Register your credit card for convenient payments. As a user you have full insight  

to transactions history. 

 
ELSE 

 ► Fleet solutions 
Thanks to Enelink fleet operators can not only control charging at work, but also use 

employees home charger and cover his expenses. 

 ► Dynamic Load Management 
Thanks to proprietary solutions, you don‘t need to worry about stability of power grid.  

Enelion system will adapt to conditions and provide optimal charging parameters. 

 ► Dynamic Pricing 
Introduce attractive offer for every client. Encourage them to charge at specific areas, 

offer discounts and VIP partnership programs.
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